Made by Humans for more Human Interactions
A real life mobile game encouraging social networking
A project built on the Ethereum Blockchain.
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Abstract
This document presents Enzym : a new real life mobile game which sends players out to meet
new people in the real world. Players respond to quests on their smartphones with or without
augmented reality which actually gets players to socialize with new people.
Enzym ‘s playground is the players local area and they move around within their neighborhood
, this allows the app to respond to the players main habit on their mobiles : immediacy. The
quests usually start or end in a private establishment or space open to public which allows the
players to meet new people in a safe environment.
Enzym encourages players to create a social network who regularly play together. The players
reputation has a key role to ensure, in a non-partisan way, which controls the interactions
between players. It is built by adding up objective consequences (for example the number of
messages unanswered) and also subjective ones (such as satisfaction of another player after
meeting them). This mechanism encourages positive behavior as well as giving enough
information to the players to allow them to determine whether they are interested in an
encounter or not.
Enzym is a transparent Ethereum Blockchain based app. The ZYM with its token ERC-20 is the
fuel for the app: Most actions either require ZYMs or allows the player to win them.
Establishments will be able to buy ZYMs and organize distributions within their premises to
encourage the Enzym community to come and discover them. They will be able to consult
precise statistics on the attendance following these distributions, based on information taken
directly from Blockchain. Enzym will provide other tools to improve knowledge about the target
clientele and its retention while always respecting the player’s confidentiality. The ZYM and their
mode of distribution allows the player to have access to a free app, with no publicity or premium
accounts as well as maintaining a solid and reliant business model.
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Introduction
Over the last decades social life has become more complex than over the last centuries.
Socialisation is generally regulated by the idea of permanence . In a traditional society,
individuals belong to a community all their lives, this sense of belonging shapes their way of
living, their values and their social relationships. Modern life pushes back the limits of the
possible by institutionalising social and geographical mobility. On the one hand economic
hierarchy is less rigid, social advancement is possible and individuals are relatively freed from
dependent relationships. On the other hand distance and the sense of belonging to a
community are no longer barriers for creating relationships, individuals change jobs or change
address frequently and their social life benefits globally from a much wider range of choice.
Communities find themselves weakened by the permanent renewal of their members and their
continuous reorganisation. The sense of belonging tends to fade in favor of competition
between multiple possibilities . The multiplication of counter cultures generates
misunderstanding between groups which are more and more segmented ,promoting divergent
values.
Social life has thus become an uncertain area where friendships last sometimes only a
few months or years and where it is more than necessary to have to be brave enough to
put oneself forward to promote yourself. Dematerialisation of social networks crystalizes this
fact: Humanity has discovered the joys of anonymous expression, fantasized identities and
virtual friendships. The less scrupulous have discovered that human solitude is a gold mine and
by exploiting it they have found a very profitable affair. Since the beginning of online interactions
, proliferations of scams and false profiles have continually been a major problem. 75% of site
users and dating apps declare that they would like these networks to be safer and more
generally 92% of American web surfers are worried about what happens to their online
1 2
private data.
Enzym aims to answer these problems by using a local anchorage based on using your
local neighbourhood , thereby guaranteeing a network with no false profiles for more
real natural encounters. A decentralised transparent platform guarantees the users that
their private data will not be stolen or used for commercial purposes. And finally, it uses
interfaces and mechanisms that come from the gaming world allowing this network to
build an environment in which encounters are made easy and fun .

https://www.datingsitesreviews.com/staticpages/index.php?page=Online-Dating-Industry-FactsStatistics
2
https://www.trustarc.com/resources/privacy-research/ncsa-consumer-privacy-index-us/
1
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Brief overview of socialisation
Evolution of socialisation
Traditional socialisation
Humans not only live in society to mutualise their skills and improve their way of living but also
to satisfy the profound desire of sharing their emotions, their experiences and their opinions.
Socialisation is useful and essential but also pleasant and comforting.
That is how cultures emerge aiming to unite individuals, to minimize conflicts and to make
everyday life pleasant and fulfilling. Even the most anarchic or the strictest societies make sure
that their members share some ideas of what is fair, what is right and what is fun. Through
these common values, individuals learn to respect the same codes, especially in
traditional societies where sharing values and cultural references is essential. By sharing
, it allows members of a community to benefit from a certain level of trust and familiarity
whatever the differences between them may be.

Modern Socialisation
Establishing trust and familiarity has become more and more complex in industrialised
countries. Values and cultures have been diluted and ruptured. Even though the idea of a
global village remains theoretical, it is true for example that French teenagers have more
values and cultural references in common with American teenagers than with their
parents. Internet, films, music and video games create more interaction between youngsters
from all horizons than sharing social or inter-generational values does.
The dilution of cultural values on a global scale has had a great impact on our social
lives. Local socialisation has become less frequent, less spontaneous, and it can be
difficult to find individuals who share our values and references. For many people, the web
has become the place to meet people with similar interests. It doesn’t matter if these
encounters are exclusively virtual: the shared interests are almost enough to make them as
significant as encounters in flesh and blood. Therefore the capacity to socialise through a
screen has become something in common. This doesn’t mean that socialisation in the real
world is obsolete, but it means that virtual socialisation has become a normal and
regular part of socialisation as a whole.
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Current issues and trends
At the turn of the year 2000, web dating was perceived as frivolous because of its virtual nature,
it was more or less only used by shy people or libertines. Attitudes have changed and
nowadays it is widely agreed that tools for web encounters are commonly used for
meeting all sorts of people. “Meetup” founded in 2002 had the idea of connecting people with
the same hobbies and interests, thereby demonstrating the viability of web networks for making
friends , this opened up a new path for about thirty web sites and alternative apps. More
recently “Next door” a social network founded in 2010 in order to connect neighbours together
found its way into 80% of American neighbourhoods as well as the United Kingdom, Holland
and France. It there became the leader of a booming market, followed by about ten alternative
apps.
Virtual encounters lead and encourage more and more towards real encounters, rather
than replacing them. This trend is confirmed by the more “classic” web sites where organising
events in real life (evenings, workshops, trips…) has become the norm. The user has got tired
of the “all virtual” and the “disposable” which characterised the beginnings of online encounters.
For example the success of “Once” was built upon this weariness. Since its beginnings in 2014,
this app has become the champion of “slow dating”, thanks to a system where affinities between
users are determined by the employees rather than by an algorithm, and where the users are
only given the choice of one potential encounter per day. The consumerist dimension of
encounters seems to be fraying at the edges for the broader public.
Users favour sites that seems well established, well moderated, and they expect
protection guarantees against lies and scams. Today’s internet user is no longer the same
one as twenty years ago. They are better informed, more demanding, and legal systems are
beginning to reflect these requirements (for example the recent adoption of the General Data
Protection Regulation in Europe). Nevertheless, some fundamental problems remain that still
affect online social life: In 2015, 53% of dating site users lied about their profile3. The
exploitation of false profiles, whether it is simple bots or stolen accounts, has become a
lucrative and widespread activity. Meanwhile, the most diverse scams use ploys of deceit
or blackmail which are more and more sophisticated.
Today’s young adults have grown up with social lives that have been widely virtualised.
This implies that not only are they well aware of the disadvantages, but also that they have been
lulled by the self-branding culture and that they are comfortable with different means of
interaction and networking that they have learned to master early. They are accustomed to
self-promotional and consumerist aspects of social networks and they do not approach a
profile on “Meetic” differently to one on Facebook. Digital tools are therefore completely
integrated not only in their social life but also in their private life. 50% of American teenagers
have at least once expressed their interest in someone on social networks 4.

3
4

https://www.eharmony.com/online-dating-statistics/
http://www.pewinternet.org/online-romance/
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Until recently not many young adults were members of dating sites. As they are constantly
exposed to all kinds of encounters, young adults were the age group least concerned by this
need. This trend has been completely reversed: between 2013 and 2015, the number of
young users on these sorts of websites has almost tripled5. This shock was caused by
“Tinder” :launched in 2012, this app revolutionised online dating by making it an innocuous and
fun activity where the user can just carelessly swipe photos of potential partners to the left or to
the right. “Tinder” opened the dating market to a younger generation and many other
specialised apps followed in its wake, for example some are dedicated to university
communities, which just goes to prove that online dating for the younger generation is a
common and well accepted phenomenon.6
In summary , the average user of online dating apps has got significantly younger and is
very eager for more reliability and authenticity. This doesn’t mean that “Tinder” will soon be
obsolete. The continuous success of “AdopteUnMec” which puts its feminine members into a
role of consumers of a male market, goes to show that there is a viable space which recognises
the consumerist aspect of human relationships, especially if it is offered with humor. This
domain however appears to be declining in the face of the global emergence of a demand for
serious networks that encourage real interactions and encourage users to simply be
themselves.

5
6

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/02/29/5-facts-about-online-dating/
https://www.thecrimson.com/flyby/article/2011/5/2/students-date-school-site/
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Why Enzym ?
New encounters are often superficial, those offered by Enzym are always a fun and
authentic experience. It is designed to attract people with their new social codes , those of the
virtual, and bring them back to real life by reminding them how to interact with each other. Most
young people are now accustomed to playing and immediacy . Smartphones, mobile apps and
emoticons are now part of their basic grammar and this “technological grammar” is just begging
to be exploited in favour of social interaction.
We believe that face to face human interactions are precious, irreplaceable and we believe that
real and virtual interactions can complete each other rather than compete with each other. We
have noticed that interactions in real life are more complex but that virtual spaces can be
used to make the real world more pleasant. Our goal is to promote spontaneity, simplicity
and conviviality in exchanges between people who do not know each other.
Our challenge is to get users to want to come out of their comfort zone, to cross the
technological barrier to interact as naturally as possible and therefore build up a network of
friends based upon real encounters. We want them to come back to the fundamentals: meeting
, interacting and networking. This requires practice. We are offering to harness the power of
gaming to make the use of this technology attractive and to defuse any tensions that
may otherwise be felt.
To do this, we offer a social network based on localisation that facilitates meetings and
promotes instant interactions with new people. The physical presence requirement and the
reputation system both protect users against scams and misbehaviour. ZYM tokens traffic
firmly secures user data to ensure privacy and confidentiality of their interactions. The platform
as a whole will evolve towards as much decentralization and transparency as possible thanks to
different technologies, with first of all the “Blockchain”.
This application is a game, it takes full advantage of the power of gamification with
developments and achievements, rewards, restraints, scores and incentives to creativity ...
always in order to cultivate audacity and make real spaces more interesting. The user will
use all the features of the application without spending anything, the tokens ZYM - ERC20 will
be spent and these will be acquired for free by the users actions in the application.

A social real life game
Blurring the boundaries between the real and virtual worlds
8

The combination of the real and the virtual is a new and unique possibility in the history of
entertainment. Usually, in terms of games, these two concepts are opposed. Playing with toy
cars or toy soldiers requires the use of the imagination while playing hopscotch or “what’s the
time Mr wolf” is physically stimulating. The success of applications like Pokémon Go has
opened a third way in which the real and the virtual serve each other.
This success is due to the connection between two elements that are dear to us: proximity and
magic. Walking down the street is not particularly exciting, and capturing a Pikachu in a
Pokémon game is not much more either. Capturing a Pikachu in the street where one lives, on
the other hand, is new: the real world is full of new challenges and its charm is renewed by
the magic of the virtual one. All the interest of Pokémon Go lies in the fact that it allows you to
see a Pikachu suddenly come out of the sink in your own kitchen, so it is the real world that is at
the heart of the game. Reality is the richest and most powerful aspects of games. The
richest because it relies on a world impossible to reproduce virtually, as the details that
compose it are infinite. The most powerful because immersion in the real world requires no
effort: we are already there. The sensations and emotions are obvious ... and therefore
stronger.

As part of Enzym, the bridge between real and virtual is twofold. On the one hand users have a
dual role: they meet both as players and as people. The user is as much involved in a quest
for a playful progression of his avatar as in a quest for new physical encounters. On the
other hand, augmented reality further blurs the line between the real world and the virtual
world. It brings the user to rediscover an accustomed environment; it brings together our love of
the familiar and the pleasure of being surprised. It makes what is close to us more playful and
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what is playful closer to us. This notion of proximity is the key to its ability to bring
together the real world and the virtual world.

The challenges
Meeting in a playful context
The game offers users a «convivial setting ", a context that makes kindness towards strangers
normal. Games have an extraordinary ability to build, trust and break down social
barriers. It is with this in mind that Enzym has been conceived and is presented as a game.
More specifically, Enzym is a party-game, that is to say a simple and accessible game
that can be played in communities and facilitates interaction between the users.

The heart of this party-game consists of a set of challenges and mini-games:
-

Challenges are at the heart of Enzym because challenges create encounters.
These challenges serve as guides and build on augmented reality by providing clear,
simple and challenging goals. In addition to physically mobilizing users, challenges also
inspire exploration and discovery, they engage the mind and the sense of observation,
and sharpen social skills. They lead to meeting people and always involve a passage
going through an establishment. It should also be noted that it will be possible to disable
augmented reality on each challenge, to play a simplified version.

-

The mini-games are miniature versions,a sort of "Enzym way" of universal and proven
classics taken from the world of board games (noughts and crosses, draughts, pucket...)
or video games (Tetris, Pac -Man, Bomberman ...). Their role is to enrich the chat
features. Although they are are open to interactions, the mini-games facilitate the
spontaneous exchange between those users who do not know each other but who are
present in the same establishment.

A game session on Enzym is free. Users can launch challenges (via the interface) or invite each
other to play mini-games (via the chat). The application itself regularly offers challenges and
invitations to users. These application initiatives will benefit from special issues such as
increased earnings or modified performance conditions.
Here are two examples of the challenges proposed by Enzym.

Example 1 : The treasure hunt
A user requests or is invited to participate in a treasure hunt. Another user nearby is contacted
and offered to become the treasure in question. If he accepts, the hunter receives information
about the treasure (photo, pseudo ...). The hunter must find the treasure by following an
arrowed path (augmented reality). Once he finds it, he confirms his success by scanning a QR
code on his smartphone. Tokens and other prizes are won by both players and a friendly
10

encounter has just occurred. And seeing as the two people are both there, they can both have a
drink and a chat.
...Or not. It's the users who define how they want to play and interact with each other. It may be
that the most important part of this challenge is not the discovery of the treasure but its search,
and more precisely the contact with strangers that take place thanks to it. It is in this part that
the benefits of gamification are most obvious. It is much easier to walk around a bar, stare at
people and ask questions on the fly if this is justified by a playful context. The discomfort is
replaced with pleasure by the fact that a mission invites to be familiar with strangers. When you
are caught in a game, you like to win just to win, even if the stakes are trivial. Getting out of your
comfort zone becomes both easier and more interesting. In this case, this challenge encourages
users to boost their social skills while discovering new places and new faces. It's exciting for the
hunter and in a way flattering to the treasure.

Exemple 2 : “Ghost Town”
The game starts with a minimum of five players, located within a radius of up to one kilometer.
Everyone has a fragment of a message and the goal is to gather all the fragments before the
end of a countdown of a few hours. If they succeed the players are rewarded proportionally to
the number of fragments they have in their possession. The game stops at the end of the
countdown or when a player has obtained all five fragments.
Players cannot communicate with each other and only see other players if they are near an
establishment. If a player is moving around, the other players must anticipate his movements
according to the establishments he goes to. It is up to the players to choose wisely between
11

moving (and thus becoming invisible to other players) or staying in an establishment (and
therefore taking the risk of having fewer fragments at the end of the game). If they choose the
second option, they might as well wait and a have a drink at the same time.
When two players meet in front of or in an establishment, they each exchange the fragments in
their possession and this is an opportunity to interact if they wish.
It is to be noted that at the end of the game, a geographic point will be proposed to players to
meet up in an establishment.

For further information about challenges
We have chosen to present only these two challenges because of their simplicity and
their emblematic character. Other challenges, inspired by board games like Ware-Wolf or
Cluedo, are also planned but it did not seem relevant to develop them here. In addition, we
intend to be attentive to the wishes of the Enzym community, who will let us know how to
enrich the existing challenges and propose new ones
Please note, that when playing, users will receive small rewards and optional challenges,
generated randomly, so that the experience is always a little bit different. Similarly, the
complexity of a challenge is expected to increase as the player is experienced.
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Eventually, we also want to offer "private parties" (only with one’s contacts). These parties will
allow you to customise the challenges with certain game criteria.

Rewards and gains
Enzym encourages users to meet strangers rather than friends of friends. Its role is to support
the users and to promote their autonomy in their social life. The use of Enzym is therefore
designed to be rewarding in itself, first of all through the invitation to explore, discover
and rediscover, and secondly through the feelings of ease and control that it cultivates.
This reward manifests itself in two ways:
- On the one hand the actions of the user are enhanced by a multitude of pleasant
visual or sound effects. Our models in this domain are the latest episodes of Mario and
Zelda, which shine by their ability to constantly flatter the perception of the player.
Inspired by their example and many others, we offer users a playful, responsive and
shimmering universe.
- On the other hand, virtual gains are awarded to players based on their actions. The
efforts of the player are rewarded not only by tokens but also by various functionalities
and virtual goods (see list below). The rewards system also serves the parallel purpose
of encouraging interactions between users and reinforcing their desire to collect new
features.

These two means of rewarding players send them into positive feedback loops, for example,
streams of actions and rewards that mutually engender one another. The pleasure of the player
and the identity of the game world are strengthened at the same time.

Here are the four categories of rewards considered:
Personalisation , which allows the users to refine their avatar and adapt their interface
to their tastes.
We expect to use virtual accessories and also visual and/or sound themes.
Means of expression, which allow the users to enrich the sign directory that they can
use during email exchanges.
We are thinking of emoticons, stickers, GIFs and sound segments.
Mini-games, which allow the user to be kept occupied between two encounters and
especially to start small games between these encounters or at a distance.
We’re thinking of uses noughts and crosses, draughts, catch and minesweeper.
-
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-

Trophies, which allow the users to congratulate themselves on their achievements and
to publish them. These trophies are relatively few and always relate to real progress or
achievements, apart from the frivolous humorous trophies.
We are considering badges, medals and other more specific distinctions,(plates,
statuettes ...).
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Above all : it’s local !
More intimate, more instantaneous, more spontaneous!
Enriching the intimate environment.
Enzym's ambition is to respond to the natural desire to meet spontaneously and naturally.
Creating social bonds near home has become difficult, yet there is an infinite number of social
spaces that are often underused. By making the real world the playground of new encounters,
Enzym aims to make users rediscover their local environment and all that makes it up: its
neighbourhoods, its venues, its associations, and of course its neighbours. By using
Enzym, the identity of this environment will become more important for the users, increasing
their sense of belonging. This phenomenon will quickly be enriched by the multiplication of
impromptu meetings: it will become more common to come across people met on the app, by
chance, in the street or in an establishment, reinforcing the feeling of belonging to a
neighbourhood where " we know each other. "
Some people are more sensitive to this approach because they already aspire to this feeling of
local belonging, without having found the means to answer it. Enzym will offer them the
opportunities they currently lack, especially as they will meet other people already involved in
the local life of their neighbourhood. The latter will find their interest, as the leaders of local
associations who will get a direct way to access their neighbours and enlist new volunteers or
supporters for their actions. Once again, with Enzym the real world and the virtual world merge.
More broadly, the local dimension of the project responds directly to the needs of
mobility, be it academic, professional or because of a marriage. Nowadays, students
courses often lead them to travel, and are usually marked by one or more national or
international mobilities. Sometimes it's every two or three years that a student changes city, and
each time they have to rediscover their environment and rebuild a circle of friends. Individuals
on the move for work or marriage are equally concerned. They are often isolated socially
because it is not easy to be transferred, even for a short time, to a territory without having
chosen it and it is even more difficult to follow one's spouse without having access to the
socialisation space that is the workplace. Therefore, Enzym appears as a simple and
reassuring tool used to accelerate the process of integration of these mobile profiles in a
territory that is still unknown to them.

Accelerating its use by the local environment
By proposing real interactions between individuals, the use of Enzym is partly
conditioned by geographical constraints. The greater the number of players in the same
15

territory, the greater the number of interactions and the enhanced gaming experience will
be. This phenomenon will be even stronger as the distance is weakened between the players,
the kilometers can quickly become a barrier to playing. Even more important is the speed with
which it is possible to embark on a challenge and meet new people. Instantaneousness is a
fundamental element of a mobile game and it will be neither possible nor desirable to
make users wait or invite them to a challenge too far from their starting point. Keeping
users on the app is directly dependant on the instantaneousness ease of using it. The feeling
of spontaneity will also be reinforced by the fact that one can immerse ourselves in a
challenge impulsively, whenever we feel like it.
The geographical proximity between the players is decisive and will allow almost immediate
interactions while eliminating the potential waiting. This element is fundamental because we will
be at first more attentive to the density of players on a given geographical space than to
the evolution of the global mass of users. Local anchoring is therefore as much a central
ambition of the project as a condition for its success.

Establishments : A natural meeting place
In Europe, when people meet online and decide to see each other in real life, 67% do it in
7
a bar or restaurant, 18% meet in an outdoor environment and 10% meet at home . These
figures show that most people prefer a safe and populated environment when meeting
someone for the first time. Places that serve food and drink offer a space where two people
can share something tangible and a moment that is both intimate and public.
The Enzym app helps users to meet new people in social spaces that are geographically close
to the user. This is why we are targeting all kinds of private establishments open to the
public: bars,café’s, nightclubs, casinos, hotels, museums, sports stadiums, sport clubs,
festivals and events ... Users can, at any time, see a map of the community based on their
location to help them choose where to go.

New relationships here and now
Each establishment is associated with a small local social network accessible only from
within the establishment. Once inside, the app displays a list of current and potentially
interested users. When entering, users choose which part of their profile they wish to reveal:
name, photo, interests, etc. They can also point out what they are looking for: a new friend, a
date, someone to discuss topics with or someone to play a specific game with, and so on. A
public notification system, named "Hey!" is also available to attract the attention of the other
users who are there. Users browse the list, read public profiles, and can initiate conversations.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/768772/place-meet-use-websites-meet-applications-dating-specializedeurope/
7
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Only users whose presence within an establishment is confirmed by geolocation and quick
wireless checks will be able to exchange messages. There will be two exceptions to this: users
who have added each themselves as contacts, and users who have already met. The first will
be able to do it freely and the second will have to spend some ZYMs (see part: The ZYM, fuel
for the app).

Guaranteeing real exchanges
To be able to message another player, you must fulfil at least one of these three conditions:
- To have previously added them to ones contacts,
- To have already played or exchanged with him / her,
- To be present in the same establishment.
These conditions allow Enzym to protect its users from malicious people who organise
semi-automatic remote scams. Users can not simulate their presence. This is essential to
the experience offered by the app and the reliability of the data transmitted to the owners
of establishments. Point-based geolocation makes it easier for users to report entry to an
establishment, but this will not be considered sufficient data. Therefore, the actual presence of a
user is confirmed by carrying out brief automatic communications with the other people
theoretically present in the same establishment. In addition to this, random decentralised
controls will be put in place. Our goal is to ensure that checks are plentiful without being
excessive, as we do not want to overuse users' smartphone resources. We also want to build a
system that takes into account trust. This would outclass other more traditional blockchain
systems that cannot make the most out of the networking of their users, their encounters and
their knowledge of each other.
17
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A social game
Build a network
Enzym will allow users to manage their relationships and to reference and track their
favourite places. The particularity of Enzym's network of relationships is that it is
exclusively composed of people who have actually physically met.
Enzym will not be a social network where you add a person to your friend list because they look
friendly. On Enzym, we add someone to our friends list because we had a good time with
them and we plan to spend more time together. We want to avoid the systematic
aggregation paradigm that characterises today's social networks and leads to a race for
numbers. This trend creates confusion between true friends and superficial relationships.
Most of today's relationships are ephemeral. There is no harm in sharing good moments with a
person for a few months and then losing sight of them. Traditional social networks, starting with
Facebook, respond to the need to maintain contact. Enzym completes their use by proposing a
social network designed to savour the present moment, not to archive ones social life.

This means that Enzym is a network in which there is a turnover. The social theories of Robin
Dunbar, claiming that one cannot maintain stable relations with more than 150 people, fully
apply here. If the number of contacts in your Enzym network is very important it means that you
19

do not really have relationships with everyone. Every person on your contact list should be
someone you could spend an evening with in the coming months. This vision will be served
by a sophisticated system which intends not to encourage users to make and break their
relationships without precautions, but to encourage them to maintain their network up to
date and relevant. The cornerstone of this system is the ZYM gel. When a user adds a
contact to their network, some of their ZYMs are frozen, that is, put in reserve. If a user wants to
recover ZYMs all they have to do is delete the contacts that have become obsolete to get their
tokens back.

Reputation of Enzym
After a meeting, users are systematically asked to rate it, to say whether they enjoyed it
or if they felt uncomfortable. Over time, a user's reputation will be automatically built and
displayed publicly using this data, along with other information such as the number of messages
sent and the percentage of responses, how many users blocked that person, or have been
blocked by them, how many times they have been reported, etc.
Gathering this information serves two purposes. On the one hand, we want inappropriate
behaviour to be sanctioned as quickly as possible as they represent a fundamental
obstacle to the use of the application: a single bad meeting can lead a user to leave the
application. We do not wish to condition the behaviour of users, who must be free to express
who they are as naturally as possible. Therefore, we will pay particular attention to the
behaviours that prevent the smooth running of a meeting, such as aggression, violence and
insults.
Second chances are important. Enzym will not have a user banning system and bad
behaviour will be gradually forgotten. Above all, it is up to users to consider reputation to
determine whether or not they want to participate in a potentially risky meeting, in the
same way that it will be up to them to redeem themselves if they have acquired a bad
reputation. It can nevertheless be pointed out that the repetition of inappropriate behavior may
lead to a reduction of the challenge propositions.
In any case, users will be able to block anyone at any time, without justification. This will
cut off communication between the people involved and will ensure that they will not see
each other or challenge together.
Furthermore, evaluating meetings will allow us to understand more about the preferences of the
users and therefore how to bring them together. This will allow us to weight the choice of
random matches, based on statistics from successful matches and bring affinity groups closer
together. Any matchmaking of this nature will nevertheless remain moderate because our
promise is to propose spontaneous and therefore sometimes unexpected meetings. At the
same time, we plan to partially encourage meetings between high-profile users to reward them
for their strong activity.
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Reputation will be summarised by a progress bar. Like the levels in many video games,
users will go through levels based on their notoriety which will lead to rewards in the
game (see section Rewards and Gains). Once a level has been reached the user will not be
able to return to the previous level, unless there have been repeated reports for inappropriate
behaviour. We rely on desire for progression and rewards to encourage users to make the
meetings as enjoyable as possible.

Be that as it may, the "Enzym reputation" algorithm is fundamental, it will be an open
source and can evolve with the help of advice from our community.

Merits of the reputation system
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Making the meeting safe and reassuring users
In principal, evaluating a meeting is not very natural. Nevertheless, we quickly came to the
conclusion that a reputation system was needed for several reasons.
On the one hand feedback on the quality of meetings will be useful to guide the
application in the direction of users. For example, some challenges may not be conducive for
an encounter whilst some institutions may not be suitable for meetings with strangers.
On the other hand, apprehension is an important barrier when meeting strangers.Trust
between two people is built during the meeting and therefore the users must first trust
the platform to be able to calmly have a meeting with new people. Obviously this concern is
particularly strong among women for whom harassment is a daily concern. In order for the
Enzym meetings to be spaces of freedom and exchange, reputation will be public and
will give users the means to check for themselves the notoriety of the strangers they will
meet.

Promote honesty and being natural
With the reputation system, we want to avoid the criticisms that today’s social networks and
dating sites and apps are confronted with.
The tools of socialisation represent a pool of fragile people for malicious people. They create
false profiles to bribe users and extort money from them. In the United States, 12% of dating
site and app users have been scammed. On the one hand, the use of Enzym is supposed
to lead to physical encounters as soon as possible. Thus, it is almost impossible to keep
ones real identity secret. On the other hand, for those who achieve this, the notoriety
reputation system will quickly put these malicious attacks on the sidelines.
With the evolution of the internet, individuals are more concerned than ever about their image.
They carry out actions just to spread them on the networks and show off a fantasized identity
that meets social standards. "Personal branding", a practice consisting of making one's
successes and skills known in order to enhance one's image, has become commonplace in
professional and in general social life. A job interview or a meeting with a stranger arouses the
fear of judgment, and therefore individuals embellish and sometimes even lie to protect
themselves.

Many users of dating apps "oversell" themselves and rely on how naive the other person is. This
attitude is natural, but if it turns out to be too excessive, if the imbalance is too important with the
real identity then it will strain the interaction. Temporary in nature, deception then becomes
time-consuming for both its transmitter and its target. The quick access to the real meeting
largely corrects this phenomenon because the possibilities of deception are much more
limited in face-to-face meetings than during virtual exchanges. The system of notoriety,
meanwhile, will naturally correct this type of behaviour over time by penalising profiles that are
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too strategist. Users will gradually take up new habits to improve their reputation in a positive
way.
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Blockchain and decentralised app
Enzym is a dApp, a mobile application with decentralised data. It is based on smart
contracts of Ethereum blockchain to ensure data transfer between users. The ZYM, an
ERC20 token, is at the heart of the operations of the application: most of the actions that can be
performed by the users cost them ZYMs or allow them to gain some.

The choice of Blockchain and data protection
The mechanisms regulating the interactions between players will be implemented in the
blockchain by smart contracts: challenges, meeting an ambassador, adding in a contact, etc.
Each of these transactions causes a quantity of ZYMs to move between one or more users, the
establishments, Enzym or the blockchain (token freeze).
Our choice of relying on the blockchain is motivated by three reasons.
Firstly, we have a strong interest in this innovative technology. The blockchain has already
demonstrated its strong potential by offering alternatives to previously unshakeable
paradigms of the traditional economic system. We are convinced that apps with the blockchain
are only at their beginning and that it still has many undiscovered things to offer.
Secondly, the Enzym app is designed to ensure a constant turnover of actions and reactions
from users. Interaction is, after all, at the heart of interpersonal relationships. Therefore, the
ZYM is promoted by the mobilisation of the many actions of its users.
Thirdly, we want to be an exemplary social network. The question of personal data on social
networks has never been so topical. Mark Zuckenberg was auditioned by the US Congress in
April 2018 regarding the sale of data from 87 million users, and the GRDP (General Regulation
on Data Protection) of the European Union came into force in May 2018, making companies
rethink the way they process data. In our view, decentralisation is the best way to ensure
the protection of personal data. If everyone owns their data, why store them? Smart contracts
allow us to ensure the evolution of personal data through exchanges between users. Therefore
there is no need to centralise them.

The ZYM, fuel for the app
The use of Enzym is "costly" but also ... free. Indeed, some actions that can be
performed by the users cost ZYMs while others allow them to win some(see table below).
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The users interface allows them to follow the evolution of their stock. To win ZYMs, we offer
paid challenges to users or invite them to go to token distributions (ambassadors, partner
establishments).
Note that trading with strangers is expensive, which largely discourages spam practices.
The users behaviour is oriented by the evolution of the gauge, our objective is to favour
token distribution. At first, the user may prefer to respond to challenge proposals.
Nevertheless, these will be less numerous as the users become more experienced, which will
encourage them to go to Zym distributions if they wish to play more.
No knowledge of the blockchain is needed to use Enzym. Indeed, portfolios are generated with
the creation of a user account. Also users will not need to have Ether to pay the transaction
fees, as our partner B2Expand has designed a solution for blockchain transaction fees to be
paid directly in tokens. Users who master the blockchain will be able to access their private key
from their Enzym account.

Data security
The Enzym team can only access anonymous metadata, which for the most part is public. This
information allows users to get an idea of the amount of interaction occurring in different
locations and allows us to discover what works best, as well as allowing us to spot potential
malfunctions. Metadata available to public is minimised so it is useless to external individuals
and organisations.
Each user has complete control over their personal data. They choose what they share publicly
at all times and especially when they enter a place. They also choose how much they share
about their notifications and history with each of their friends. The use of a strong encryption key
ensures the security of user’s data and the confidentiality of their exchanges. Chat messages
can only be read by their recipients. The ciphering algorithms used will be of a level at least
equivalent to:
- RSA 2048-bit for asymmetric encryption;
- AES-256 for symmetric encryption;
- SHA-256 for integrity.

What remains on the centralised app and why ?
Geolocation, used on certain challenges with movement will not be decentralised, but this data
does not pass through Enzym servers: it is the operating system of the smartphone that will
provide us with the location, by querying servers according to the setting of the smartphone.
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Enzym will regularly offer challenges to users. It is a centralised service managed by the Enzym
team, but this service is not exclusive: later, challenges may also be proposed by individuals or
third-party services.
Non-essential services may still be running on servers to facilitate processes that would take
longer or be more complicated without them. For example: Encrypted data could be stored on
servers to ensure high availability in areas where the user network may be insufficient.

Understanding the decentralisation of data on Enzym:
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Typical pathways of the user
We want the users to experience Enzym in different ways. They must be able to adapt their use
of the application to their needs and their way of expressing themselves. To do this, some
secondary features will enrich the application over time. Nevertheless, the main features
mentioned in this document already invite the definition of 2 common standard pathways:
Course-type 1: take part in a challenge
The challenge is the simplest feature to win ZYMs. This is the course that will be the most
preferred by the users to fill their action gauge and have fun.

Course-type 2: Interactions in an establishment
After entering an establishment, the user will be informed of the presence of other players. It will
be possible to use Enzym as an interaction tool with the users present, on request or by inviting
them to play mini-games.
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Market analysis
Enzym has a particular economic position, which is neither based on the evolution of an existing
market nor on the opening of a new market. Being a mobile game made for meeting people
and building a local social network, Enzym is located in a hybrid space, straddling three
fast-growing markets:

●
●
●

Mobile gaming market
Website and dating apps market
Social network market

The mobile gaming market
The mobile gaming market is currently making a crucial leap: of the $137.9 billion in revenue
generated by the video game market in 2018, 70.3% will have been through the mobile gaming
area8. For the first time in its history, the mobile gaming market outperforms the console
and PC markets combined. This is the result of an exceptionally fast evolution. Since the
launch of the first iPhone in 2007, mobile gaming has seen double-digit growth every year, and
this phenomenon is expected to peak this year with a growth of 25.5%. While still the smallest
area of the video game market in 2014, it is now estimated that the mobile gaming market
will reach $100 billion in revenue in 2021.

8

https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/global-games-market-reaches-137-9-billion-in-2018-mobile-games-ta
ke-half/
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We are far from the time when mobile gaming was the Game Boy and the rudimentary games
included in the first generations of cell phones. Mobile gaming now accounts for 43% of the
total time spent on smartphones9. It is installed in our culture and seduces all kinds of
profiles, far from the male clichés and adolescents associated with video games. The
over 65s represent 23% of mobile players. The 13-24 year olds have become one age group
among others, comparable in importance to that of the 25-34 years old and the 34-44 age group
10
. While it varies in the age groups, the mobile game audience remains very feminine as 63% of
mobile players are women.

The public are also volatile and usually install and uninstall apps frequently, constantly solicited
by a heated and highly competitive market where the free offer abounds. The retention rate of
users rarely exceeds 5%, most often for lack of renewal of the game experience and weak
or absent socialisation. In the case of Enzym, the intersection with the dating market
(highly socialised) and social networking (high retention rate) seems particularly relevant
to ensure a high retention rate. Similarly, the gameplay between the real and the virtual
offers an immersive and demanding experience, very different from the pastime games
generally offered today in the mobile gaming market.

9

https://www.go-globe.com/blog/mobile-gaming-industry
http://mediakix.com/2018/03/mobile-gaming-industry-statistics-market-revenue

10
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Dating websites and apps market
The online dating market includes the following activities:
●
●
●
●

matchmaking services, for long-term relationships,
specialised dating services in non-commital sex,
general encounter services, where the motivations of users are diverse,
friends meeting services, for the organization of parties and activities.

This market is expected to generate $5 billion in revenue in 2018 and reach an annual
growth rate of 4.6%. Affinity-based dating services and the United States represent the largest
areas of this market with projected revenues of respectively $ 2.8 billion and $ 1.7 billion. The
bulk of this revenue comes from the various subscriptions that users pay to access these
services or the most interesting features of them.

The paying aspect of the meeting is a barrier on this markets progress. Despite their free
access the paid services offered by Tinder or Happn create confusion and hesitation
amongst users who consider the meeting as a space in which only social qualities are
justified. It’s on this account that Enzym is positioned without a paying offer, based on a
business model that is different to other dating apps.

Social network market
More than half of the human population now has access to the Internet, and more than two in
11
three Internet users use one or more social networks . The number of users is expected to
continue to increase by 4.8% on average over the next three years. Revenues from advertising
on these networks are expected to reach $ 68 billion this year, for a growth rate of 28.4%, and
12
the average revenue generated by the user should be of $ 23 .
The average Internet user has also gone from having 3 accounts on social networks in 2012, to
13
having 8 in 2016 . This multiplication of accounts can be explained in particular by the
diversification and specialisation of platforms: the use of general networks is becoming more
and more complemented by the use of other specialised networks such as professional
relations, proximity relations, sharing of images, ideas, hobbies, etc. The widespread use of
smartphones has also contributed significantly to the rise of networking services by offering
unprecedented accessibility, portability and immediacy.

11
12
13

https://www.statista.com/statistics/278414/number-of-worldwide-social-network-users/
https://www.statista.com/outlook/220/100/social-media-advertising/worldwide#
https://wearesocial.com/blog/2016/12/multi-networking-on-the-rise
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14

Today 9 out of 10 users access social networks from a mobile device .
Facebook is the market leader with $ 40.7 billion in revenue in 2017 from targeted advertising
and data sales. Most other social networks have a similar business model. This business
model based on personal data is now threatened by growing public scrutiny and
regulation.

source: statista.com

14

https://wearesocial.com/blog/2018/01/global-digital-report-2018
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Enzym’s competitive position in face of its market rivals
We find that by establishing itself between these three markets, Enzym is able to
respond to the limits of one market based on the strengths of another. The
strength of this positioning lies in its flexibility: the space produced between
these three markets offers a margin of manoeuvrability to adapt Enzyms
position, including the unexpected changes that could emerge on one or another
of these markets.
Applications that target a similar position to that of Enzym are rare, but we studied two
of the closest to anticipate a possible overlap of the market:

Peachy - Dating App
Applying dating in beta test, Peachy offers users to get to know each other by responding
to small challenges. The goal is to re-humanise meetings, to give it its natural and true side
despite the virtual interface. Peachy's intention is therefore not very different from that of Enzym.
Yet the positioning and the approach are different.
Firstly, Peachy is clearly an alternative to Tinder, yet it struggles to distinguish itself from it, even
its slogan evokes it: "You're worth more than a swipe!" ("More than a match, a peach!") . Thus,
it is positioned as a direct competitor of Tinder, in a market that the latter largely
dominates. As such, the late arrival of Peachy does not allow it to hope better than a
niche position in the dating market.
Secondly, Peachy is clearly addressing the female audience, a strategy that is relevant for two
reasons. On the one hand, the ratio of men to women on dating sites and applications is
unbalanced, with 75/25 in general (68/32 in July 2016 for Tinder for example). On the other
hand, women are more demanding. Thus, for a heterosexual man to obtain the same number of
dating opportunities as a heterosexual woman, he will have to swipe 18 times more than a
woman. Nevertheless, Peachy's strategic positioning is so pronounced that it risks driving the
application further into a niche market, a major risk that the critical mass of users is essential to
ensure the retention of users on an dating app.
Up until now, Peachy stood out from the market thanks to a single selling point, having
added a new feature: the ability to send small challenges (making a selfie by making a face,
taking a picture of ones foot, etc.). ). These little challenges are supposed to help getting to
know each other better before considering a real meeting. Instead of bringing users closer, this
feature moves them away, adding a new virtual condition to the actual encounter. This is the
opposite of the ambition of Enzym which aims to encourage as much as possible the real
physical meeting, the challenges of Enzym being invitations to meet strangers as quickly
as possible. T
 he approach of Enzym makes the meeting all the more natural that its
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nature (friendly, loving, professional ...) is indefinite and will be determined during the
meeting.

Pokemon Go - Mobile game with augmented reality
The release of Pokémon Go in early July 2016 was a huge success. The app won the most
downloaded mobile game record in the month after it was released, and the record of the
mobile game that hit $ 100 million in revenue the fastest15. This success produced
spectacular and unexpected effects, such as invasions of green spaces by tidal surges of
players and an increase in the number of road accidents16.
For most players who tried it, the discovery of Pokémon Go was the discovery of the power
of augmented reality. It was also the discovery of a mobile game capable of generating real
exchanges with perfect strangers on an unprecedented scale. The extremely viral character of
the game led players to spy on each other, to identify each other, and to have impromptu and
convivial exchanges between them: "Do not go there, there is nothing left to catch only Rattatas
and Caterpies ... ", "Did you also run out of pokéballs? ". We can therefore note on the one hand
that Pokémon Go created exchanges and sympathy between strangers, which is the essential
objective of Enzym; on the other hand,we also note that this phenomenon was a result of the
extreme viral nature of the game and not from the will of its creators.
Even though the Pokémon Go phenomenon lasted only one summer, it is now the third most
profitable mobile game on the market17. It is nevertheless surprising that it did not succeed in
settling permanently in first place. It has managed to keep a solid audience and generated
remarkable monetisation but its viral character quickly collapsed. Its first year was marked by
technical problems (bugs, overloads and faults), controversial design choices and significant
communication errors by Niantic, the app's studio. This is a first explanation, a second and more
15

http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2016/8/pokemon-go-catches-five-world-records-439327
https://gizmodo.com/study-estimates-that-pokemon-go-has-caused-more-than-10-1820776908
17
https://www.superdataresearch.com/us-digital-games-market/
16
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important factor is the poor gameplay, which basically boiled down to the collection of
Pokémons and optional battles during which the players tap on the screen. The last and
most important factor is that Niantic has heavily neglected the social dimension of its
game.
It was in June 2018, nearly two years after the release of the application, that an update
established systems of networking and exchanges between players. Previously there was
nothing, or almost nothing. The social dimension of the game was to take a picture of a
pokémon perched on the head of a friend to share on social networks. In July 2017, a raid
system was put in place, allowing players to join forces to fight powerful pokémons, but in the
absence of networking features this proved to be of limited interest. The recent integration of
the social dimension in the interface and gameplay has created a resurgence of
significant interest in the game.
It is of course too late to recreate the craze. Pokémon Go will be remembered as a trend
that ran around the world very briefly. The Niantic team, largely overwhelmed by success,
failed to capitalise on this trend to allow it to last in the long run. The fact that the application has
been relatively successful in spite of a lot of problems and serious neglect of this social
dimension shows how strong its concept was and how much it was carried by the empathy for
the Pokémon license.
Pokémon Go could have been a pioneer of the cross between mobile games and social
networks, while promoting the meeting. Pokémon Go nearly invented Enzym before Enzym,
by accident. This application did not seize this opportunity and it was condemned to a certain
stagnation and was stolen of its supremacy of the mobile game by Arena of Valor and QQ
Speed, Chinese games almost unknown in the West. While Enzym does not claim
supremacy in the mobile gaming market, it benefits from a strategy in which the social
dimension is fully integrated since it is at the heart of the application.
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Synthesis of Enzym’s position
In conclusion, what Enzym can offer is so special; it is at the crossroads of three markets which
are so different and so strong that it seems difficult - if not impossible - to find a direct competitor
to Enzym. However, the Enzym project is not designed as an opening in the market as it is
based on three distinct markets, so there are many indirect competitors. The cases of Peachy
and Pokémon Go are good examples because some ambitions are common with those of
Enzym which demonstrates the benefits of our approach. However, they differ widely from
Enzym in how they respond to it, so that everyone presents very different offers of Enzym,
apparently too chilly in the case of Peachy and too clumsy in the case of Pokémon Go.
The three markets on which Enzym is positioned are likely to evolve rapidly, maybe even
surprisingly. To protect themselves even more, Enzym's sources of revenue are not based on
the endogenous characteristics of these markets, as we will see in the section below.
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Business model - source of income
Regular income - proportional to the users’ activity

For a good understanding of this part, we advise the preliminary reading of the subpart: The
ZYM, fuel for the app.

As previously mentioned, most interactions between users lead to an exchange of tokens.
Our first source of income is thus directly dependent on the blockchain since it recovers
2% of the tokens exchanged during each of these transactions. This percentage is small
enough that the impact on playability is insignificant, but the aggregation of this tax on all
transactions represents a major source of income. This choice seems all the more relevant
as it invites us to encourage the increase in the number of players and the multiplication
of interactions and it is therefore the guarantee that the financial interest of Enzym and
the interest of the players remain inseparable over time.

This source of income has three advantages:
●

Regularity: this source of income evolves according to the activity on the application but
it remains regular insofar as it results from the aggregation of infinite micro-incomes
acquired instantly. This greatly facilitates financial monitoring, offers guarantees for
Enzym in terms of cash flow and allows better investment projections.

●

Automaticity: the simplicity of its operation facilitates its understanding (and therefore
its approval) by curious users but above all allows the automaticity of the taxation. Thus,
it does not depend on the efficiency of a sales team or calculation machines but
only the quality of the writing of smart contracts.

●

Modularity: This is the most strategic point. As mentioned before, the amounts of the
transaction costs are determined by Enzym. We will pay particular attention to this
leverage affecting the gameplay of the app and the value of the token, but also on
the immediate value of Enzym's revenues.
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Distribution of tokens in private establishments
Distribute tokens to attract the community
Our second source of funding comes from establishments. It's about convincing the
owners to buy and distribute tokens. Through distributions, users are encouraged to enter, to
appreciate the venue and to interact with other users. Although customer loyalty cannot be
guaranteed, it is an opportunity for owners to reveal their establishments and put on
events whenever they want.
Revenues from these sales are generated by a tax of 10%, recorded in local currency.
Owners can freely modulate the number of tokens they distribute, and the events and booster
activities they conduct, trigger notifications to subscribers and nearby users.
Most of Enzyms challenges take place in, or end in, an establishment. As a result, we are
rewarding business owners who use Enzym's services by sending more users to their
establishments - this being of course conditioned by the quality of the meetings in these
establishments..

The distribution plateform
Enzym only intends to be an intermediary between the exchange platforms and the
establishments purchasing Zyms. The Enzym service is a gain of visibility for the
establishments on the app and an access to an interface where owners can buy tokens,
configure their distribution and obtain statistics concerning its efficiency.
Users are informed of the location of the partner establishments as well as the timing of their
ZYM distributions. If their gauge is low, it will be in their interest to go to one of these
establishments to fill up.

Accurate marketing statistics
The major suppliers of advertising, Google, Facebook and even Nextdoor provide a pay
for service for visibility on their platforms, and tracking tools adapted to digital supports.
This way, their customers can calculate their returns on investment. However, no
supplier is able to give the average cost of acquiring a new customer for a local
business because the tracking is incomplete, mainly because of the lack of
information on the conversion rate.
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Nowadays, estimates suggest that at least 20% of the $80 billion online advertising
market is fraudulent18. Enzym's solution will therefore not be digital advertising but the
distribution of ZYMs. Investment in ZYMs allows for on-site distribution with a proximity
marketing performance equal to that of digital marketing. The market for digital mobile
marketing ($200 billion, more than half of which is for geolocalised digital marketing) is
growing by 38% per year, yet offers that provide end result services are non-existent.
In other words, Enzym’s promise to establishments is 100% guaranteed: it does not offer a
probability of acquiring new customers; it ensures that a certain number of new
customers will pass the doors of their establishment at a certain time and for a certain
price.
This promise is reliable and verifiable as supported by anonymous and accurate
statistics (ROI, retention rate). Thus, owners can view statistics of users attending their
establishment, on Enzym’s interface. It is a real analytic tool, with real time information which
displays the number of Enzym users, the retention rate (based on the presence of users in the
establishment), the quality of the distribution according to days or times, the most demanding
types of challenges in their establishments, etc. Some additional services will allow the owners
to communicate with the users who are in their establishment or who have been there (polls,
live chat ...).

Services for business
Along with these two sources of income, a third is intended to complete the financial
circuit. It will be implemented a bit later on, once the app has demonstrated that it
is a success with the general public and establishments and once the technical
aspects of the app are stabilised. This third source is based on business services

Event services
The structure of the Enzym app could indeed be a very useful tool for any type of professional
event. Thanks to the Enzym app, we will be able to offer dedicated applications adapted to any
type of need. This tool will be able to take different forms depending on customer expectations
but here are some examples of the possible applications:

-

18

Trade exhibitions: promote exchange on these events where the interactions require the
motivation of the employees who are present. By inviting the exhibitors to register on the

http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/ad-fraud-estimates-doubled-2017-3
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-

app of the exhibition, it will be possible to widely multiply their interactions and thus
ensure a better relationship between those present.
Team building: as part of the headquarters of a large group on the occasion of an event,
or as a permanent operation, the app will offer employees an opportunity to take part in
more interactions around a variety of challenges.

B2C Marketing Services
Enzym will have a large database of anonymous users. The identity of these will be protected
but will allow Enzym to get aggregated data (if and only if users want to share it). In doing so it
will be possible to launch opinion surveys, guaranteeing their anonymity, to users in exchange
for a few ZYMs. The themes of these surveys will depend on the needs of the companies (e.g.
products, opinions, interests).
These services will not condition the use and the playability of the application.
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General Diagram of Enzym
Below is the general diagram of Enzym referring to the funding model, the mobilisation of ZYMs
and interactions between users:
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Marketing strategy
Our expanded target is men and women aged from 18 to 35 living in major cities in
Western countries. After three years, our goal is a 1% penetration of the dating and
networking market, and a penetration of the mobile gaming market of approximately 2
million additional users. This represents approximately 10 million users, 36 months after
launching the app.
The marketing strategy is based on a geographical approach that governs the scope of the
elements of the marketing system.

Geographical approach and action boundaries
To ensure the retention of users, the use of Enzym must be fluid. This means that the user must
be able to play or meet people on a regular basis without waiting. It is therefore essential that
the density of players is significant over a given geographical area. During the first phase of
user acquisition, we will be more attentive to the density of players in a few targeted
major cities than to the evolution of the overall mass of users.
The strategy used during this phase is based on an expansion logic by capillary action,
like an ink spot that extends. Thus, we will target one or two large cities nearby and we will
"conquer" them simultaneously, followed immediately by large or medium cities nearby.
Our long term commercial strategy will be concentrated in large French towns and cities, before
expanding into European, North American and Australian capitals, and finally expanding into
Russia, South America, Asia and Africa.

Local strategy: display and events
Because of this geographical approach, the first major phase of the marketing strategy is
based on local organisations. It allows targeted user acquisition on given territories, and
has parallel objectives: to “promote” and to “secure subscription”
To “promote” requires a certain form of education, it is a question of "normalising" Enzyms
presence and its main key points, to promote them and make them attractive. Its
measurement is based on the feedback from targets in the field or on the internet.
To “secure subscription” is based on the acceptance of Enzyms existence and the desire
to try it, it is a question of making curiosity evolve into action. The aim being the download
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of the application and its feedback being based on the number of downloads from the PlayStore
and the AppStore
It should be noted that the logic of street marketing is at the heart of Enzym's event plan for
several reasons: promotion of proximity, impactful alternative messages, acceptable cost and
profitability of operations.

Outdoor physical display campaign
Enzym has many innovative aspects and requires being pedagogical. It is however about
promoting an idea just as much as a product, it is necessary to accustom the target to the
existence of Enzym, to increase its presence in the daily life of potential users and to
create a break in daily life to enter it.
The physical display campaign is divided into three stages, always on large format (A0 or A1
depending on the display spaces), with the striking colors of Enzym (yellow background, pink
text) and with a strong emphasis on texts (large size of characters).

Event organization
At the same time as the launch of Stage 2 of the display, we will launch promotional operations
in the public space. The goal will be multiple:
-

Explain the characteristics of the product,
Distribute free tokens to provoke the desire to try it,
Discover the live application and accompany its installation on phones,
Get feedback on the poster campaign.

Thus, we will set up dedicated teams, flashy colors of Enzym, to approach the passersby
and present Enzym to them. The language elements will be based on discovery,
entertainment, data protection, lack of commitment and free.
These teams will be positioned near our market targets e.g in very lively neighborhoods and
close to universities and colleges. At the same time, we will approach the most emblematic
establishments of the city to provide them with free ZYMs and organize more advanced
event operations, designed in partnership with the owners.
Little by little, a dynamic will emerge and local communities of users will emerge.
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Global strategy : Community, social network and media
Community approach
As we have already mentioned, we want to cultivate relations between Enzym and its
community. We rely on this to support the development of fundamental blocks of the
application such as challenges or the algorithm of notoriety. To ensure the building and
maintenance of this community, we will not only put a platform and tools at the community’s
disposal, to listen to its expectations, but we will also have different ways to thank them for their
activity (ZYMs, gifts, ambassador status etc). In doing so, Enzym will be accompanied by a
dynamic transnational community mobilised around the project.

The status of ambassador will reward the most active members and it will allow us to set
up a network of users encouraged to "colonise" certain geographical areas. Rewarded in
chips for their actions, they will promote the community and Enzym by distributing chips to
newcomers. They will be the scouts allowing us to guide our strategy of territorial conquest
according to the number of chips distributed, sign of the interest for Enzym in various cities.

Social networking schema
Social networks, starting with Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Instagram (as required), will be
Enzym's first relay of communication through paid advertising, always targeted geographically
and demographically according to our target.
Paid advertising will serve two purposes:
On the one hand, it will echo each of the current marketing operations, strengthening their
impact and extending it to the digital space. The multiplication of channels has the effect of
reinforcing the persuasive effectiveness of each message, a method that is all the more relevant
for Enzym, which is positioned between the real and the virtual.
On the other hand, various campaigns will be organized independently, based on humour,
entertainment and competition. They will always lead to gifts, a strategy proven effective on
social networks to create commitment. The gifts will be marked by a local imprint (invitations
for concerts or festivals nearby, gourmet restaurants emblematic of the region, etc.) and their
effectiveness will be tested over time to determine which are the most mobilising.
Note that ambassador status can also be earned through this process.
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Influencing strategy: press and strategic partnerships
The influence strategy is twofold because it relies on the acquisition of two distinct
market targets:
-

-

"Cryptomaniacs", who are defined by a strong interest in the world of cryptocurrency
and often also for new technologies in general. These are mostly male individuals under
50 years of age. Apart from these criteria, their sociological profile varies enormously.
"Millenials", 18-35 years who are sensitive to societal changes. They are curious,
multidisciplinary, digital-friendly (but not necessarily technophile) and rather socialised.
They are constantly looking for surprises and innovation.

The means to convince these two market targets are similar. In both cases it is a question of
finding the right relays of influencers and specialised press.
For the "cryptomaniacs" it is necessary to privilege the relays of the technological press:
computer science, innovation and new technologies, digital economy ... In addition to this are
the influencers of the world of cryptocurrencies and new technologies. The specialised forums
about cryptocurrencies are also major relays for the dissemination of messages to this target.

For "millenials" it is necessary to privilege the relays of the press which are focused on lifestyle,
streetlife, pop culture, news and infotainment, etc. Added to this are various and varied
influencers, first and foremost bloggers and vloggers who find practical digital tools, life hacks,
new trends, video games, etc.
These two press campaigns will not be partitioned and we can count on cross effects if they are
conducted in parallel.
Press campaigns are also envisaged in the general press, but at a later stage.
Strategic partnerships are also planned with organisations related to geographical mobility.
Display digital campaigns appear to be relevant here by targeting Erasmus or university
information sites, sites aimed at expatriates and possibly sites aiming to accompany the
installation in new cities.
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Conclusion
Not only is it mobile gaming, a tool for meeting people and a local social network, Enzym also
offers a new and unique service which, moreover, grants it a very favorable position on the
various markets in which it invests. Its role is responsible and ethical: its ambition is to bring its
users physically and locally closer together and to truly protect their data.
For the first time, the virtual is at the service of the real, for the first time, a dating application is
not hampered by false profiles, for the first time, an application is designed so that its business
model agrees with the interests of its users.
As the Enzym phenomenon develops in different local communities, its revenue will be
multiplied without the service offered to users ever being impacted. A new dynamic will emerge
in the establishments that are relays for Enzym and for which Enzym is a relay: the players will
flock to exchange with strangers. This new form of socialisation will not stop at the doors of
establishments and venues, it will impact the whole life of the neighbourhoods in which Enzym
is well established, promoting spontaneous exchanges and bringing neighbours closer together.
The success of this application will be the demonstration to the general public of what the
blockchain has to offer and other consumer dApps will probably come in the wake of Enzym.
But the horizon of Enzym would be unimaginable without its team, endowed with multiple talents
but the same one motivation dedicated to the emergence of this app. Each person embodies a
role with his own skills, but all of them already accompany their companions by advising them to
give the best of themselves. After all, that's the whole Enzym spirit.

Who are we ?
Enzym - the compagny
Enzym is a French company founded on 11th July 2017, with a capital of 38,100 €. It is located
in Seyssinet, at the foot of the Alps. The registered office of the company is located at "8C
Avenue Pierre de Coubertin - 38170 SEYSSINET-PARISET". It is registered in Grenoble with
the number 830 854 630 RCS.
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The team
Yannick Barnel
Co-fondateur - CEO - Serial entrepreneur and cryptocurrency
lover
Yannick has founded several societies, including Bubble Diving
SA (60 shareholders), and managed several fundraisings. He is
passionate about human relations and the blockchain
technological revolution, and convinced he can help formulate
the alternative to current social networks. He likes long
ideological debates but prefers the fulfilment of concrete
objectives.

Sylvain Duchesne
Co-fondateur - CTO - Senior software designer with cryptology
background - Entrepreneur - Neophile
Sylvain is a major blockchain and cryptography enthusiast. After
he graduated from his studies in IT security and cryptography he
joined several startups and became a specialist in complex
mobile apps. As a perfectionist and a planning connoisseur he
thrives to find the best tools and coordinate the team's progress
to optimize our performance.
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Jeremy Coleman
Chief Marketing Officer
After he graduated from Sciences Po in Lyon Jeremy delved into
marketing and web sciences. He worked for the Publicis Group
as a specialist in communication and public relations for major
companies. He also was in charge of communication and
business development for the Lyon Festival of Lights. He also
used to work for the digital transformation of various local
associations.

Alfred Gautier
Directeur artistique
Alfred travelled extensively before and after he graduated from
the School of Fine Arts in Orléans. This enriched and anchored
his appreciation for a variety of cultures and aesthetics. Since
then he has been working for prestigious Parisian agencies
such as Axiom Graphique.

Théophile Batoz
Ingénieur logiciel

After he graduated from INP engineer’s degree, computer
siences in Grenoble, Théophile delved into Apple speciality
devices. At Apple, he holds the position of software engineer, he
worked under strong constraint performance dealing with
several hundred million key-value pairs in up to 10 map-reduce
jobs.
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Bertrand Viricel
Graphic Designer UX & Intégrateur web

Front-end developer, Bertrand is also at the cutting edge of
the latest technologies. He has recently become fond of
React and React Native, languages developed by Facebook.
He is our reference in terms of integration of our models
where he excels!

Sophea Sock
Designer d’interfaces et expériences utilisateur

Sophea is a versatile Ui / Ux designer. With his graphic
profile and product designer, he specializes in interface
design and ergonomic website. His many conventional or
offbeat projects allow him to offer different design
experiences and human but always creative

Octave Rolland
Rédacteur et traducteur
Octave is a writer specialized in the analysis of video game
history, culture and aesthetics. His studies in Australia and Latin
America taught him about academic and journalistic writing,
language philosophy, semiotics, anthropology and other human
sciences, which allowed him to develop a strong taste for the
analysis of cultures and communications.
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Pauline Rochette
Community Manager
Pauline is a content creator and curator, arming brands with
original content to rule over the Internet and shame their
opposants. Pauline studied the Arts, languages as well as
communication and tied it all together with a Digital Marketing
Master. She works as a freelancer and does not enjoy
mentioning herself using the third person.

Kevin Fuks
Community Manager
Kevin is an IT engineer who spends much of his free time
studying the applications and effects of the blockchain
technology. A true crypto-enthusiast, he works as a
community manager on three different blockchain-related
systems and has a lot of fun doing it. Born and raised in
Belgium, Kevin finished his studies in Canada and is very
keen on discovering new countries and cultures.

Guillaume Larochette
Community Manager
Guillaume is a social media manager with a financial
background, he worked six years in a french bank before he
decided to go on a one year trip in Australia and Asia. He
then joined two startups to train himself in social media
management and support new projects.
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Advisors
B2EXPAND - Technical and Marketing Advisor

Having succeeded a token launch over a year ago, B2Expand makes successful video games
implementing the blockchain technology, monetization as well as in the game-play itself.
The team also provides extensive consulting services and continues to invest in R&D.
As a crypto-funded company, B2Expand is one of the leaders in the industry backed by its expertise
in launching ICOs, managing post-ICO and making games using the blockchain technology.

Eric Burgel
Président - B2Expand

Manon Burgel
CEO - B2Expand

Rémi Burgel
CTO - B2Expand

Nicolas Paillet
Legal and financial advisor - Public accountant
Nicolas is a public accountant specialized in ICOs. He likes
to help anticipate risks and share his knowledge on current
international legislations. A tech enthusiast at heart, he
personally uses cryptocurrencies for investment.
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